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职员 8000

创建年份 1872

联系人
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Strategy Manager 

Contact 3. 女士 Silke Hendrickx 
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产品/机械
Pure silica sand and flours that fulfil the strictest quality requirements form the basis for the production of all kinds of glass.

Flat glass: window panes, mirror glass, car windscreens, safety glass, etc.
Container glass: bottles, jars, table glasses, …
Glass fibre: for textile and reinforcement fibres
Technical glass: lab glass, quartz glass, optical glass, …
Television: traditional cathode ray tube, LCD screens and plasma screens
Crystal glass: table glass, vases, decoration
Glass wool and –foam glass: insulation 
Minerals Trade-Names: SIKRON®, MILLISIL®, SIBELITE®.

产品和背景
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With over 225 production plants on five continents, Sibelco is the undoubted world leader in the production of four industrial minerals: Silica sand and
flours, Cristobalite, Nepheline Syenite and Ball Clay. Pure Silica sand and flour, with over 99.5 % SiO2, is the main raw material for high-grade
industrial applications including float glass, glass fiber, fused silica, quartz crystal lenses, ceramics and sodium silicate. It is the ore used to produce
silicon metal which forms the cores of integrated circuits. In some specialist high-tech applications, crystalline silica is irreplaceable, for example, in
optical data transmission fibres and in precision casting. Sibelco applies various techniques to ensure that our high-quality industrial minerals meet the
specifications of our customers. Our many different mines provide materials with a wide variety of intrinsic properties and a range of industrial
processes are employed to meet customer specifications: sieving, hydro-sizing, surface-attrition, flotation, acid-leaching, grinding, calcination etc...
During our 125 year history - and thanks to a special relationship of trust with our customers across a wide range of industrial applications - today
Sibelco offers experience and know how that is unique.

Company Profile of SCR-Sibelco NV

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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